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1
00:00:00.000 --> 00:00:00.840
This too.

2
00:00:03.060 --> 00:00:05.130
Kevin Heard: We are just working with one more palace to

3
00:00:05.130 --> 00:00:06.899
Kevin Heard: Get connected to the meeting.

4
00:00:07.980 --> 00:00:10.230
Kevin Heard: But here we go.

5
00:00:12.450 --> 00:00:20.790
Kevin Heard: Again, my name is Kevin heard. I'm a marketing specialist 
for the Detroit Free Press and CO lead for the pride 40 RG welcome to 
accuracy depth and respect.

6
00:00:21.150 --> 00:00:32.460
Kevin Heard: What to know when reporting on trans people and their 
stories language as powerful how we use terms categories and concepts 
in our coverage matter a lot.

7
00:00:32.760 --> 00:00:38.310
Kevin Heard: Especially to people who often have been denied control 
of the language they use to describe them.

8
00:00:39.000 --> 00:00:42.780
Kevin Heard: And this conversation, you will learn from a handful of 
expert colleagues.

9
00:00:43.080 --> 00:00:57.750
Kevin Heard: What words matter most. Why, which should be avoided or 
never used again, how should we link through even the most ordinary 
stories. They include experiences and viewpoints of trans people this 
conversation will be safe welcoming

10
00:00:58.200 --> 00:01:07.380
Kevin Heard: And open for anyone. I hope you've all come ready to 



learn. Listen, and ask questions, the more the better.

11
00:01:08.010 --> 00:01:24.810
Kevin Heard: A few housekeeping rules. Please keep yourself on mute, 
to ensure that we can hear the panelists, please ask questions via the 
Q AMP. A or chat box. The amazing McKinsey Warren will be monitoring 
that for us and take notes have an open mind. This conversation is to 
help us be better.

12
00:01:24.810 --> 00:01:27.780
Kevin Heard: Reporters editors journalists and overall

13
00:01:27.840 --> 00:01:32.670
Kevin Heard: People, the inclusion Equity and Diversity Office will 
thank you.

14
00:01:33.930 --> 00:01:45.120
Kevin Heard: Now I would like to introduce our amazing panelists for 
this conference conversation. We are waiting for Ginny's Poindexter 
but she is the co chair.

15
00:01:46.020 --> 00:01:47.100
Kevin Heard: Quality Michigan.

16
00:01:47.310 --> 00:01:56.850
Kevin Heard: Vice President of transistors, a color project and she 
aims to uplift which aims and to uplift and impact the lives and well 
being of trans women.

17
00:01:57.000 --> 00:02:01.860
Kevin Heard: Of color in Metro Detroit, having worked with various 
groups on transgender white issues.

18
00:02:01.920 --> 00:02:06.360
Kevin Heard: Across Michigan for more than 15 years she is nationally 
recognized as an

19
00:02:06.390 --> 00:02:06.960
12489915153: Advocate.

20



00:02:07.110 --> 00:02:09.840
Kevin Heard: And activist who has consulted several presidential

21
00:02:09.840 --> 00:02:17.790
Kevin Heard: Candidates on LGBT Q concerns. Next we have Eden lane. 
She is a freelance journalist based in Denver, Colorado.

22
00:02:17.910 --> 00:02:19.830
Kevin Heard: Noted as America's first transgender

23
00:02:19.830 --> 00:02:21.150
Kevin Heard: TV reporter

24
00:02:21.420 --> 00:02:25.710
Kevin Heard: She has been named Best non network television 
personality by Denver.

25
00:02:25.740 --> 00:02:41.730
Kevin Heard: Westwood in April of 2020 lane joined news net as an 
anchor of midday addition that broadcast us to over 45 US cities, we 
now have tug Woodstock a biracial equity educator and journalist based 
in Portland, Oregon.

26
00:02:42.240 --> 00:02:48.810
Kevin Heard: A co founder, so I'm consulting a company dedicated to 
improving trans workplace quality equity and media.

27
00:02:48.810 --> 00:02:59.250
Kevin Heard: Representation took has been featured as a gender expert 
and the New York Times NPR in the Washington Post. They're also 
creators of the gender reveal

28
00:02:59.700 --> 00:03:06.720
Kevin Heard: And award winning podcast exploring gender from trends. 
Enter sexual and translations.

29
00:03:07.530 --> 00:03:14.850
Kevin Heard: And finally, we have Liliana angel Ray is it translates, 
you know, wanting a graduate of Michigan University, University of 
Michigan.



30
00:03:15.270 --> 00:03:23.100
Kevin Heard: has extensive history and leading organizations and 
Coalition's focus at reducing social and health disparities 
marginalized populations.

31
00:03:23.460 --> 00:03:27.420
Kevin Heard: She has worked with many state and national civil rights 
organizations.

32
00:03:27.720 --> 00:03:38.850
Kevin Heard: government and corporate entities, including Planned 
Parenthood. The Shrek police LGBT advisory council Michigan Department 
of Health and Human Services. Consumers Energy and many others.

33
00:03:39.150 --> 00:03:51.240
Kevin Heard: She is also the executive director of the transistors, a 
color project. I hope you all will now join me in welcoming all of our 
amazing panelists and and we are the USA Today. Thank you for being 
here.

34
00:03:53.190 --> 00:04:00.750
Kevin Heard: So let me begin with Eden and beautiful background, by 
the way. Absolutely love it.

35
00:04:01.020 --> 00:04:02.730
Kevin Heard: Like you're still do this for a living.

36
00:04:04.020 --> 00:04:05.040
Eden Lane: Yours is nice too.

37
00:04:05.520 --> 00:04:22.350
Kevin Heard: Oh, thank you. I love me some Marvin Gaye right and Tammy 
to route, um, tell us about your story and you've been in broadcast 
journalism for over 15 years in front and behind the camera. Tell us 
about your stories and some lessons you learned during your journey.

38
00:04:23.130 --> 00:04:24.630
Eden Lane: Well, I'll keep it focused

39
00:04:26.640 --> 00:04:34.380



Eden Lane: I had been a journalist on on air for a while and I had the 
chance to cover the Democratic National Convention, while I was here 
in Denver.

40
00:04:34.860 --> 00:04:50.790
Eden Lane: Which was really exciting for any journalist and in the 
course of that I got the attention of the National Review and a 
particular interview I did with then mayor john Hickenlooper as he was 
running for governor caught their attention and

41
00:04:52.230 --> 00:04:58.890
Eden Lane: They highlighted it he had said some unfortunate things, 
which had nothing to do with me being transgender journalist.

42
00:04:59.520 --> 00:05:07.770
Eden Lane: But the National Review decided to highlight that as part 
of the article, even though it wasn't relevant on what the candidate 
had said.

43
00:05:08.340 --> 00:05:19.170
Eden Lane: And what that did is it caused me to lose my contract and 
lose my agent and to this day. I'm still freelance because I still 
don't have a full time contract and still can't find an agent.

44
00:05:22.770 --> 00:05:26.940
Eden Lane: Here is we're afraid that our audience won't be able to 
accept.

45
00:05:27.750 --> 00:05:42.990
Eden Lane: That you're unbiased because you're transgender, or we're 
not quite ready to put you on the air full time, that sort of thing. 
And since I've been on the air here in Colorado for so long. I think 
that proves that the audience doesn't care. They care about whether 
I'm a good journalist.

46
00:05:44.520 --> 00:05:57.540
Kevin Heard: Well, thank you for sharing that. And it's really 
important that our journalists understands that if a trans person is a 
source of a story. If it's not focus or if they're not given 
permission to utilize or give their identity.

47
00:05:57.900 --> 00:06:18.660



Kevin Heard: Throughout the story that is not needed. I want to go 
over to tuck really quickly. Can you tell us about your work and spit 
in specifically us explain to us the need for visible trans content to 
be out in the community and focus within our journalists.

48
00:06:19.800 --> 00:06:20.700
Kevin Heard: And your any friendly on you.

49
00:06:23.280 --> 00:06:35.130
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Thank you so embarrassing. So high I yeah 
I work as both a consultant for other journalists and as a journalist 
myself. So my work as a journalist is focused on tiling

50
00:06:35.700 --> 00:06:47.760
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Among other things, telling trans stories 
from a trans perspective. And that's important to me because when sis 
journalists report on trans people, they tend to tell the same story 
over and over again.

51
00:06:48.060 --> 00:06:58.980
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): And that story is trans people, what are 
they, what is transitioning and when you try to look for a story 
beyond that, um, it's hard to find. It's hard to find trans stories.

52
00:06:59.190 --> 00:07:06.600
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): That are told me on this one on one level 
of what being trans is. And so it's really important for me as a 
journalist and a podcast host

53
00:07:06.840 --> 00:07:14.070
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): To tell trans stories. Beyond that one on 
one. And so that everyone trans people answers, people can really see 
what it's like.

54
00:07:14.310 --> 00:07:23.190
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): To be a trans person in the world and how 
that intersects with just the way we live our lives every day or our 
other identities, like our race our sexual orientation, our bodies.

55
00:07:23.880 --> 00:07:35.610
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Just the way that you can come out and be 
a trans person and exist in the world and not be thinking about 



transitioning every day but still have your gender. Be a part of who 
you are. So that's what's important to me.

56
00:07:36.480 --> 00:07:56.310
Kevin Heard: Awesome. And, you know, I'm going to go back to eating 
real quick. Rarely do reporters use trans sources other than speaking 
about their live experiences. Can you talk to us about some 
professional ways that we can utilize sourcing and not necessarily 
talk only about them being trans

57
00:07:56.940 --> 00:08:06.060
Eden Lane: Absolutely trans people are parts of the community in in a 
wide variety of aspects. There are as many different kinds of trans 
people are as there are different kinds of people.

58
00:08:06.450 --> 00:08:13.200
Eden Lane: So you could find people interwoven in your community. And 
that makes for a richer storytelling, it serves our audience.

59
00:08:13.560 --> 00:08:21.750
Eden Lane: That if you're looking for ways to include more voices in 
our work, our work doesn't just have a richer texture to it.

60
00:08:22.080 --> 00:08:30.030
Eden Lane: But it gives the audience or the reader a reason to come to 
us because let's face it, the kind of information that most of us are 
covering on a day to day basis.

61
00:08:30.450 --> 00:08:48.300
Eden Lane: Is available in a multitude of sources. So if we show that 
we're truly connected to the community in a variety of ways by talking 
to unusual sources, not always going to the same kinds of voices. It 
makes our coverage better and it makes the the community see us 
differently.

62
00:08:49.590 --> 00:08:57.480
Kevin Heard: Definitely, and when it comes to providing some guidance 
on diversifying our newsrooms talk, I'm going to go to. You really 
quickly.

63
00:08:58.560 --> 00:09:07.230
Kevin Heard: Can you give us some ideas on in just honestly, it can be 



summed up in one sentence, but what are some ways to diversify our 
newsrooms

64
00:09:08.430 --> 00:09:14.730
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): I mean, the ways to diversify your 
newsroom is to hire more a diverse more diverse range of people

65
00:09:15.480 --> 00:09:27.030
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): But if your newsroom is in a position 
where you're not in a hiring phase right now it as a stopgap measure 
you can employ consultants to at least read over your reporting and 
provide guidance in the meantime.

66
00:09:27.510 --> 00:09:36.960
Kevin Heard: I'm wanting to get higher transfer reporters as a hashtag 
and this conversation. I think it's really important that we have some 
equity in that

67
00:09:38.400 --> 00:09:43.740
Kevin Heard: Right now I'm going to go ahead and share my screen 
really quickly and

68
00:09:45.120 --> 00:09:57.660
Kevin Heard: Make sure I click that one button there and I want 
everyone to watch this video that is featuring two of our great 
panelists here and I just want to get some reactions from

69
00:09:58.830 --> 00:10:01.560
Kevin Heard: Liliana engineers who is joining us on the phone.

70
00:10:03.180 --> 00:10:04.500
Kevin Heard: After this video the show.

71
00:10:19.410 --> 00:10:19.830
Kevin Heard: Sorry.

72
00:10:32.730 --> 00:10:33.090
12489915153: We are

73
00:10:34.170 --> 00:10:37.560



12489915153: Mine, and I'm really scared, but it's

74
00:10:48.540 --> 00:11:03.540
most transformative color live in survival mode. So they're worried 
about provided sleep. The word about eating that worried about, you 
know, people in sales clean or up coven made all of that so much 
worse.

75
00:11:13.980 --> 00:11:20.460
Some gross income went from barely making it to nothing in 
transportation issues with public transportation

76
00:11:20.760 --> 00:11:35.580
Either shutting down or not happening. So the girls were stuck in a 
place that may be unsafe for them. And so we needed to make sure that 
they knew that they can reach out to us that they knew that there was 
some financial assistance and living someone somewhere love them.

77
00:11:46.500 --> 00:11:53.970
Sometimes a board member by bracelets, so that every girl who gets it 
has a bracelet. It says she believed she could. So she

78
00:12:05.040 --> 00:12:20.640
It was delivering it to them it six to eight of us on the board that 
to hand deliver all those bags every two weeks, and did it with a 
smile on the math and job. So it was more than just a couple of bags 
to help them sustain it was love.

79
00:12:26.370 --> 00:12:32.400
It's the follow up. It's the care. It's a phone call. It's the making 
sure that they're on the list.

80
00:12:37.980 --> 00:12:51.720
Several trans women shot in the last couple of weeks and Detroit our 
girls calling us and saying, I've been chatting in a hotel. What 
should I do and we have to figure out what we're doing. And it 
literally is two, three in the morning.

81
00:12:52.440 --> 00:13:07.410
It differs from woman to woman because no woman is the same. No need 
is the same no issue or concern is the same that care has to be 
personalized and design her situation. Her woman.



82
00:13:18.330 --> 00:13:21.270
There was a real tumultuous time where

83
00:13:22.500 --> 00:13:35.430
I did not speak to my mind for almost three years, I realized that I 
have to be the person for people that I wanted. I lost touch with my 
parents.

84
00:13:36.690 --> 00:13:46.710
And we're in a better place now, but I was not welcome in my family 
when I transitioned to 17 geniuses relationship with Me was one of the 
things that kept me

85
00:13:47.850 --> 00:13:48.630
Amen, and

86
00:13:50.100 --> 00:14:05.670
I went through addiction, I would walk Heinz's stuff where I lost 
everything. And I mean everything that I was able to figure it out 
because she was there, she was there without ever being asked. And so 
for me, like her relationship save my life.

87
00:14:13.050 --> 00:14:26.460
We represent strength we represent doing it. We represent love 
represent pain represent hurdles and barriers, but we also represent

88
00:14:27.870 --> 00:14:28.290
City.

89
00:14:35.670 --> 00:14:47.520
Kevin Heard: So I wanted to share that because it was probably one of 
the most recent conversations and reports and videos done speaking 
about the trans experience.

90
00:14:48.420 --> 00:15:08.100
Kevin Heard: Liliana, make sure you come off me. I wanted to get your 
response to your interactions with our womankind and USA Today network 
team when doing that video and compare it to other conversations or 
interactions, you've had with media and then I want Jenny's to join 
in. Right after



91
00:15:09.150 --> 00:15:15.990
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Yeah i. So, I have done a lot 
of media. Oh, national news and local news.

92
00:15:18.750 --> 00:15:24.660
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Is difficult. I would say that 
this was probably one of the easiest

93
00:15:26.040 --> 00:15:37.020
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): To call it an interview because 
I felt like it took place over month or week at least. And there was a 
lot of personal relationships that were built. I'm Eve and

94
00:15:37.890 --> 00:15:46.470
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Then you know who work with us 
on this were so amazing. They were so personable. They were so honest. 
They were so loving

95
00:15:47.430 --> 00:16:03.300
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): The snippet that you are 
thought there were lots of laughter. There was tears. There was a 
little bit of everything. And for me, I felt safe for me. I felt 
validated and I felt like for the first time ever, one of the first 
times

96
00:16:04.410 --> 00:16:11.070
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): He's from a national news 
outlet that I have to prove my transmits

97
00:16:12.180 --> 00:16:18.570
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): I had previously been working 
with on another news station and I'd have to argue with them about not 
using

98
00:16:19.620 --> 00:16:30.360
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Pictures. When I was a baby or 
when I was young, I'm not really seeing my name and they wanted to 
talk to my family and get their thoughts and my transmits which is 
just ridiculous.

99



00:16:30.870 --> 00:16:47.070
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And so I felt like none of that 
ever came up. I said I was trying rightfully so, even Danielsson are 
right. So what are you doing, and so I felt like it had more to do 
with the integrity of the work that we did, and less about our gender 
and sometimes that feels good.

100
00:16:48.420 --> 00:16:55.380
Kevin Heard: Awesome Jenny's. Can you respond to how you felt in your 
interactions with other media.

101
00:16:55.380 --> 00:16:55.980
Outlets

102
00:16:57.030 --> 00:17:03.150
12489915153: I can. Good afternoon, everyone. Thank you so much for 
allowing me to share space with you all.

103
00:17:04.200 --> 00:17:11.010
12489915153: I was sharing with Kevin as we spoke the other day into 
echo Liliana sentiment.

104
00:17:12.690 --> 00:17:19.020
12489915153: So in the past. I say probably about six months I have 
connected with

105
00:17:20.370 --> 00:17:39.450
12489915153: At least 123 maybe four different outlet and, you know, 
very reputable outlets and one I had a horrible experience with 
because the right up the profile was I felt excluded.

106
00:17:40.470 --> 00:17:57.870
12489915153: Because I was, I was very transparent and forthcoming 
about issues about hurdles and trying to properly translate my 
triumphs and you know just how the Lord has kept me and been so 
amazing to me throughout my life in spite of

107
00:17:59.100 --> 00:18:07.020
12489915153: And when I saw the finished product of the profile. It 
really was.

108



00:18:09.300 --> 00:18:23.670
12489915153: It really was designed and essentially executed as a 
reason that I was voting for Joe Biden. And so I had to email and go 
back and forth with this particular

109
00:18:24.540 --> 00:18:37.320
12489915153: Outlet and you know they they were receptive and we are 
still in conversation now about how they can you know properly move 
forward and be more respectful.

110
00:18:37.740 --> 00:18:51.270
12489915153: And really draw the person that they are profiling or 
doing the piece on in into the process more to avoid some of the 
things that we bumped into

111
00:18:52.260 --> 00:19:01.170
12489915153: So the flip side of that was the US at ease and that 
came. I mean, so sweet. So welcome, and to understand and

112
00:19:01.560 --> 00:19:12.660
12489915153: Especially for this kind of coal via virtual technology, 
you know, we're all really co dependent on it right now. And so you 
have your snack foods and your wrinkles

113
00:19:13.290 --> 00:19:28.710
12489915153: But I just thought that the team was so respectful and 
just so sweet. And I remember telling Kevin that that experience. I 
felt I felt called upon and talked with instead of exploited.

114
00:19:30.210 --> 00:19:32.880
Kevin Heard: Thank you for that. And shout out again to

115
00:19:33.540 --> 00:19:36.270
Kevin Heard: Even Danielle from that team. I mean,

116
00:19:36.540 --> 00:19:42.540
Kevin Heard: You know, Eve is is the elite of Asian American for for 
our energies. And if you all are interested

117
00:19:43.320 --> 00:19:53.910
Kevin Heard: In joining our energies, please do. You can go to article 



for it and all the links and emails are also at our my life at work 
for legacy getting that properties.

118
00:19:55.440 --> 00:19:56.580
Kevin Heard: We are really excited.

119
00:19:57.210 --> 00:20:01.590
Kevin Heard: To continue this conversation. I want to go over to

120
00:20:04.740 --> 00:20:06.060
12489915153: Eating really quickly.

121
00:20:06.150 --> 00:20:10.800
Kevin Heard: When is it ever okay for reporter to use a previous name 
or gender marker.

122
00:20:12.450 --> 00:20:29.220
Eden Lane: Oh, only if the subject says so, or if, if the the facts of 
a particular kind of case, it's hard to imagine one where you haven't 
gotten consent from the subject or if there's some sort of

123
00:20:30.330 --> 00:20:32.730
Eden Lane: My goodness, what kinds of stories really call for that.

124
00:20:34.080 --> 00:20:49.860
Kevin Heard: One thing that pops in my mind is Amy Stevens article if 
her name was not legally changed, and they had to reference. Maybe the 
legal document in which the law was in concern, will you consider that 
being

125
00:20:51.030 --> 00:20:57.030
Kevin Heard: A way that we will allow and as anyone else on the panel 
have a

126
00:20:57.840 --> 00:21:05.970
Eden Lane: For me, if it's informing or clarifying a point. But if 
it's simply to point out that she hadn't yet legally changed her name.

127
00:21:06.210 --> 00:21:07.830
Eden Lane: Does it really have any bearing on the



128
00:21:07.830 --> 00:21:08.460
Eden Lane: Case.

129
00:21:08.760 --> 00:21:09.120
Kevin Heard: Right, does it

130
00:21:09.330 --> 00:21:10.710
Eden Lane: Have any bearing on the story.

131
00:21:11.880 --> 00:21:12.690
Eden Lane: Just like

132
00:21:14.430 --> 00:21:23.580
Eden Lane: I think in that same article that you're referencing it 
talked about her being dressed as a woman to go to work. She wasn't 
dressed as a woman. She was dressed as herself.

133
00:21:24.660 --> 00:21:30.840
Eden Lane: Because saying dressed as a woman can imply it's a costume, 
it's a fake. It's a fraud.

134
00:21:33.060 --> 00:21:34.980
Eden Lane: So those kinds of things are very

135
00:21:34.980 --> 00:21:35.850
Eden Lane: Delicate and

136
00:21:36.390 --> 00:21:38.850
Eden Lane: And you're all good writers, you can come up with.

137
00:21:39.330 --> 00:21:39.540
12489915153: With

138
00:21:39.570 --> 00:21:41.370
Eden Lane: Really clever ways to

139
00:21:41.400 --> 00:21:42.840



Eden Lane: Impart that information.

140
00:21:43.140 --> 00:21:43.560
12489915153: The reader.

141
00:21:44.640 --> 00:21:46.440
Kevin Heard: Jenny's you wanted to say something.

142
00:21:47.760 --> 00:22:02.700
12489915153: Yeah, I thought, I thought what she said was, was really, 
really impactful for, you know, like, just to stop there for a minute. 
Everyone I just take that and I thought it was really, really 
meaningful.

143
00:22:03.180 --> 00:22:07.170
12489915153: And I mean, the journalists need to know that.

144
00:22:07.950 --> 00:22:15.930
12489915153: Like if you go to a makeup artist you go to a makeup 
artist because you believe that the finished product will be something 
that satisfactory.

145
00:22:16.260 --> 00:22:21.060
12489915153: Something that will make you happy. That will feel good 
that will bring joy from how you look.

146
00:22:21.450 --> 00:22:32.220
12489915153: Same way with an article if you're being profiled or 
someone is writing a piece on you. You want to see that in peace and 
have an excitement and also a sense

147
00:22:32.730 --> 00:22:41.130
12489915153: Of kind of contentment within the execution of the piece. 
And if you leave someone fill in, like, wait a minute.

148
00:22:42.000 --> 00:22:56.550
12489915153: I don't remember saying this, like this. I don't 
remember. You know, I really don't feel like this is kind of skewed 
and of course we all know it's to draw the maximum

149



00:22:57.300 --> 00:23:04.560
12489915153: Attention, or you know someone pick up the piece. And if 
they're brainstorm and through a certain part in near immediately.

150
00:23:05.250 --> 00:23:23.730
12489915153: Drawn to this particular part if you use the right 
phrasing or wording and I think in doing that to make the piece more 
intricate or or make it more appealing to the masses it it really 
slices, the integrity of the person and the journalists.

151
00:23:24.540 --> 00:23:34.830
Kevin Heard: I want to go to tuck and get a reaction from that you, 
you stated earlier, that a lot of trans content is written for assist 
people to take take us a little deeper into that.

152
00:23:36.030 --> 00:23:43.560
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Yeah, I just want to say to this point 
something that's important for reporters to understand is that when 
you dead name.

153
00:23:43.620 --> 00:23:45.660
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Or miss gender, a subject.

154
00:23:45.720 --> 00:23:50.640
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Or you otherwise are engaging and like 
stereotypical trans reporting.

155
00:23:50.790 --> 00:23:52.650
12489915153: Not only are you hurting the

156
00:23:52.680 --> 00:24:05.100
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): trans person you're writing about, but 
you're also hurting every trans person that consumes that article 
because we feel just as bad when we see another trans person being 
mistreated, as we do as because the message you're

157
00:24:05.100 --> 00:24:07.080
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Sending is that you don't care about trans 
people.

158
00:24:07.080 --> 00:24:12.990



Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Period and it makes me less likely to 
engage with that outlet in the future. And so it's not just about 
like, you know,

159
00:24:13.530 --> 00:24:17.850
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): trans person's feelings. All of that 
should be enough, because they also are worthy of basic respect.

160
00:24:18.060 --> 00:24:19.320
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): It's also every

161
00:24:19.920 --> 00:24:21.600
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): trans person that's going to consume that

162
00:24:21.960 --> 00:24:24.990
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): And so yeah, when you're telling trans 
stories. I just

163
00:24:25.050 --> 00:24:28.230
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): need people to remember that genders are 
not thoughts and just

164
00:24:28.590 --> 00:24:35.010
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Once you take the plot of someone 
transitioning or someone being trans out of the story. Is there a 
story left so

165
00:24:35.280 --> 00:24:35.670
12489915153: With

166
00:24:36.390 --> 00:24:39.060
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): You know the video we just watched like 
the story can be like

167
00:24:39.450 --> 00:24:47.340
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Trans people showing up for each other and 
like providing mutual aid and something that's very, very powerful and 
like important in society. So there's still a story there.

168
00:24:48.210 --> 00:24:59.580



Tuck Woodstock (they/them): But you know if the story just focused on 
like Lily and his transition and her like relationship with our 
parents and like that's not a story that's just like a trope, and like 
rehashing something that we've already heard

169
00:25:00.930 --> 00:25:02.160
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And and for me.

170
00:25:03.180 --> 00:25:14.490
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Um, I often have to tell 
journalists that I'm not a shock factor if you're writing for the 
National Enquirer, maybe, but I'm not a shock factor. It doesn't make 
sense. And if

171
00:25:15.090 --> 00:25:24.120
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): We're writing about someone if 
the first thing that comes to your mind, if it's about voting and 
voting in US suburb.

172
00:25:24.930 --> 00:25:30.720
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): The last thing that you need is 
someone named dead name or name at birth or whatever, like it is 
unimportant.

173
00:25:30.900 --> 00:25:39.810
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): So going back to your question. 
I don't know that there's ever a reason, unless the person there are 
trans people that willingly give up their born name or dead name.

174
00:25:40.470 --> 00:25:51.180
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And sometimes it's because if 
they feel like it's an accomplishment to a milestone and that's I'm 
them and just like any person that you're reporting and they take you 
where they want to go, but the

175
00:25:52.380 --> 00:26:05.850
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Trans people have to be proven 
to be trans. So like in the in the snippet. Yep. We were trans, but it 
didn't it. I didn't have to prove it. I didn't have to show pictures. 
I didn't have to tell you a name. I didn't have to like

176
00:26:07.620 --> 00:26:16.260



Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): I didn't have to open up. And 
the interesting thing is I've never in any interview talked about my 
addiction ever. This is the first interview and it's only

177
00:26:16.680 --> 00:26:26.970
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): How the dialogue, when that I 
often feel like a lot of people already create a story in their head 
and they use trans bodies to push that story or to go give us a few 
quotes

178
00:26:27.360 --> 00:26:46.140
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): But it didn't feel like that. 
It felt like in this case the story became fleshed out after we 
talked, and that meant that the story was about Jamie's tonight and 
not about us being random trans people. Um, because even then, we 
don't like eating said we're all different, and we made

179
00:26:46.530 --> 00:27:00.240
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): One thing in common. And that 
may be it. And so to when you're doing journalism and you're focused 
on debt name and past experiences and that's all you're focused on 
one, you're only focused on the trauma, you're not allowing you're not 
allowing

180
00:27:01.020 --> 00:27:17.430
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Us to show you that we can do 
anything in this world. Anything we can run this word if if given the 
chance to but we aren't given the chance to because people want to 
understand our names before and and what was wanting to our head. And 
when we first decided which is really

181
00:27:18.930 --> 00:27:20.340
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Basic interview that

182
00:27:21.540 --> 00:27:25.950
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And oftentimes, honestly, I 
tell people, You should go. Go me it's often done before you can

183
00:27:27.270 --> 00:27:33.270
Kevin Heard: But thank you for that. Yeah, you definitely Google hire 
she's done phenomenal work as well as all of our panelists today.

184



00:27:33.510 --> 00:27:39.780
Eden Lane: Also note in the chat. Bill, made up of wonderful 
observation, where he said you're hurting your own reputation as a 
journalist.

185
00:27:41.250 --> 00:27:47.460
Eden Lane: And also pointed out that you're hurting other trans people 
who might consume the the article that you're writing

186
00:27:47.940 --> 00:27:54.600
Eden Lane: You're also not serving your audience, our readers our 
viewers. Very well. If we're distracting them with this.

187
00:27:54.960 --> 00:28:09.420
Eden Lane: This extraneous shocking information. What's the story 
we're trying to tell what is it that we're reporting on hone in on 
that and some of these other things can be brushed away because it's 
just filler. I'm sure you can come up with other ways to get your word 
count.

188
00:28:10.470 --> 00:28:12.570
Kevin Heard: Thank you. I want to go to talk really quickly.

189
00:28:13.860 --> 00:28:18.030
Kevin Heard: She reviewed the trans. I'm sorry. They review trans

190
00:28:19.710 --> 00:28:37.980
Kevin Heard: A journalist Association style guide and I wanted to, I 
saw one thing in there that I wanted to point out about on the section 
of been avoiding and it was about. Can you explain what a trans 
exclusionary radical feminists is and how we should avoid them by 
using them as sources.

191
00:28:38.760 --> 00:28:45.840
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): I can I, I would invite any of the trans 
women on this panel to take it first. Since y'all are like the most

192
00:28:47.040 --> 00:28:51.420
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Obvious victims of turfs. Do any of you 
want to take it and said,

193



00:28:53.640 --> 00:28:59.100
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Okay, I will then I just want to make 
sure, y'all have to deal with them so

194
00:29:01.890 --> 00:29:03.990
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Or a tire is

195
00:29:04.380 --> 00:29:05.490
Specifically,

196
00:29:06.900 --> 00:29:07.470
12489915153: A group.

197
00:29:07.560 --> 00:29:10.530
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Of people often women.

198
00:29:11.640 --> 00:29:13.680
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Who are some gender and who

199
00:29:13.680 --> 00:29:14.970
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Claim that

200
00:29:17.130 --> 00:29:18.300
12489915153: That trans women.

201
00:29:18.330 --> 00:29:21.360
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Are men praying are

202
00:29:21.690 --> 00:29:24.720
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Such women and it's not true.

203
00:29:26.250 --> 00:29:28.650
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Nevertheless gains traction and certainly

204
00:29:28.680 --> 00:29:29.940
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): political spheres.

205
00:29:30.240 --> 00:29:31.260



And online.

206
00:29:32.340 --> 00:29:35.130
12489915153: And so often.

207
00:29:36.750 --> 00:29:46.770
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): journalists who aren't familiar with these 
ideologies will use turfs and other trends phobic sources as genuine 
sources of information and not look further into

208
00:29:47.640 --> 00:29:53.520
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): The veracity of their claims or even the 
veracity of their organizations, there have been many times when 
really reputable outlets like

209
00:29:53.610 --> 00:29:55.560
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Up until like the New York Times, even

210
00:29:56.220 --> 00:30:05.220
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Will quote turf who claims to be the 
leader of some organization that turns out to not exist. It's just 
like a Facebook page that she made but she's weighted

211
00:30:05.670 --> 00:30:17.220
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): With as much credibility for saying that 
trans women like are predatory or not women as like actual trans women 
are about themselves, or like the data like the data, the fact that, 
like,

212
00:30:17.700 --> 00:30:28.320
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): There is no data that proves that trans 
women are predatory in any way like that is weighted as equally as 
like some random turf with a Facebook page with like 17 followers. So 
that's just something to avoid

213
00:30:28.740 --> 00:30:37.530
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Is to try to like both sides, the issue of 
trans identity. You don't need to like provide an opposing viewpoint 
to the fact that trans people exist and are worthy of basic respect 
and dignity.

214



00:30:38.610 --> 00:30:48.240
Kevin Heard: Thank you for that. I, you know, I'm a member of our 
energy was really passionate about asking that question. So I was 
definitely to activate for her.

215
00:30:49.650 --> 00:31:00.720
Kevin Heard: When it comes to equity, you know, want to go to Jenny's 
for this question. Can you define equity in journalists and how 
journalists can respect that. When approaching an

216
00:31:00.720 --> 00:31:01.200
Interview.

217
00:31:03.120 --> 00:31:05.730
12489915153: I'll say it again. I'm sorry, it was the connection.

218
00:31:06.270 --> 00:31:08.850
Kevin Heard: Oh, no problem. I said, Can you define equity.

219
00:31:09.060 --> 00:31:13.050
Kevin Heard: And for us, and what does it look like when telling 
someone's story.

220
00:31:14.970 --> 00:31:26.880
12489915153: Oh yeah. Okay, so I was, I was kind of expand on this the 
other day and Allison conversation and we were talking about

221
00:31:28.350 --> 00:31:40.620
12489915153: Just the movement work for the LGBT Q community at large. 
And just what that looks like. And so you always hear people screaming 
and feeling like

222
00:31:40.980 --> 00:31:52.080
12489915153: They are just doing the most and just a one tip top on 
the cusp of the movement work if they say diversity and inclusion, you 
know, people think that is the

223
00:31:52.410 --> 00:32:00.420
12489915153: end all be all know I know about diversity. I know about 
inclusion and I know about Native American women in blah, blah, blah.



224
00:32:00.750 --> 00:32:13.500
12489915153: And they think that they have really done something, you 
know, it's a train and if that follows up with the workshop and oh, 
look what we're doing. But as opposed to equity and really 
understanding equity.

225
00:32:14.340 --> 00:32:28.470
12489915153: Equity differs from diversity and inclusion in the sense 
of investment. You know, when there's a equitable interest in 
something that trumps diversity and inclusion because

226
00:32:29.340 --> 00:32:42.420
12489915153: Equitable equity goes a little bit deeper equity covers 
all basis, it covers healthcare as far as trans people are concerned 
it care. It covers a better quality of life.

227
00:32:42.750 --> 00:32:50.070
12489915153: A sense of respect and dignity throughout the judicial 
system, it will be represented in policy its

228
00:32:50.550 --> 00:33:04.770
12489915153: Equity represents a total by land as opposed to just 
diversity and inclusion, you can talk diversity and inclusion and you 
can speak about it and you can build a workshop about it.

229
00:33:05.280 --> 00:33:17.430
12489915153: Equity differs in the sense of power. There's a real deep 
interest and investment there. And once we all have a more equitable 
future then we're really talking

230
00:33:18.480 --> 00:33:23.760
Kevin Heard: I really love that definition as sparked me when we were 
having a conversation. I think

231
00:33:24.090 --> 00:33:26.220
Kevin Heard: When it comes to diversity inclusion equity.

232
00:33:26.250 --> 00:33:33.900
Kevin Heard: Equity is that point where you do your job so well that 
your work is no longer needed because everyone really has that by NFL



233
00:33:33.900 --> 00:33:36.480
Kevin Heard: Understanding and they're all actionable and that

234
00:33:36.900 --> 00:33:39.120
Kevin Heard: That's the goal of nonprofits within this country.

235
00:33:39.120 --> 00:33:40.590
Kevin Heard: As well around the world.

236
00:33:40.740 --> 00:33:43.080
Kevin Heard: Is that they they are supposed to do.

237
00:33:43.080 --> 00:33:45.120
Kevin Heard: Their job so well that that nonprofit is no

238
00:33:45.120 --> 00:33:47.730
Kevin Heard: Longer needed, and I think

239
00:33:47.760 --> 00:33:55.800
Kevin Heard: That, that's what we need to have a conversation about, 
and it really has some actionable items about the equity in this in 
this space.

240
00:33:56.490 --> 00:34:10.860
Kevin Heard: Eat and I wanted to speak to you about your experience in 
front of the camera. Specifically, have you ever been uncomfortable in 
front of the camera with with people and. And have you ever had a bad 
interview.

241
00:34:11.700 --> 00:34:12.510
Eden Lane: Of course not.

242
00:34:16.380 --> 00:34:17.280
Eden Lane: Know you know what

243
00:34:18.450 --> 00:34:21.960
Eden Lane: If I understand that the focus of your question.

244



00:34:23.010 --> 00:34:35.190
Eden Lane: No, I'm doing my job. My job is to get the story not be the 
story. So just the same way. Any other journalist is there who might 
be Catholic or Buddhist or Latina or

245
00:34:36.090 --> 00:34:47.010
Eden Lane: Any other flavor that you want to, you want to cite if I'm 
focused on my work and and i'm showing that I'm capable of doing my 
work that sort of brushes that aside.

246
00:34:47.550 --> 00:35:01.080
Eden Lane: The problem begins when in hiring. Sometimes people who 
haven't had that experience or who are concerned, or who are just 
uncomfortable with the idea of trans people, particularly because

247
00:35:02.130 --> 00:35:21.240
Eden Lane: You might not know to look at me at first glance that I'm 
transgender. Well, that's okay and and you might know right off the 
bat. You might hear my voice or see my appearance and and catch it 
right away. Either way, that the work is the is the focus and in 
hiring sometimes

248
00:35:22.770 --> 00:35:32.880
Eden Lane: That can be a distraction. If you're uncomfortable if you 
haven't been around trans people, you're, you're fearful of what your 
audience might might react that their reaction, but I would also say

249
00:35:34.170 --> 00:35:39.810
Eden Lane: As we look around our newsrooms if we don't have any trans 
voices there to help check us

250
00:35:40.200 --> 00:35:54.600
Eden Lane: Maybe we should look for more creative ways to include 
people recruit them, not just interview them but hire them so that 
there are those kinds of voices in our newsrooms. The same way we do 
for any other part of our American community.

251
00:35:55.230 --> 00:35:56.370
Kevin Heard: Did that thank you so much.

252
00:35:56.790 --> 00:35:58.050
Eden Lane: Kind of focus that you wanted



253
00:35:58.530 --> 00:36:01.980
Kevin Heard: Yeah, definitely. Because this brings me to my next 
question to Liliana

254
00:36:03.000 --> 00:36:18.060
Kevin Heard: And this is really interesting. The during one of the 
most personal moments as a trans woman or transmit experience or trans 
person experience is the the binary is a societal creation between

255
00:36:18.750 --> 00:36:25.020
Kevin Heard: One of male going to female and vice versa. The, the 
issue of passing

256
00:36:25.530 --> 00:36:33.360
Kevin Heard: And the comfortability of hiring managers and individuals 
about being of someone who does not want to

257
00:36:33.540 --> 00:36:52.440
Kevin Heard: Or does not see the need or are comfortable about living 
on that spectrum and not necessarily fully committing to the entire 
opposite binary. Can you talk to us about that and really put this 
issue of societal pressures to rest and have a street people as people

258
00:36:52.890 --> 00:37:04.050
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Yeah, I would love to. So first 
of all, I would say the way that people express whatever gender they 
want is their business and not yours. That's, that's the first one.

259
00:37:05.370 --> 00:37:13.860
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Because it, some people may 
say, Well, I, you know, I'm uncomfortable hiring people who may not be 
possible. And what my question for you is, how dare you.

260
00:37:14.160 --> 00:37:22.560
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): One, because you don't realize 
the impact. So I transitioned at 17 I just turned 35. Amen. And when I

261
00:37:23.070 --> 00:37:29.490
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): The 17 I was in a different 
town of in a different space, could you had to be passable if you 



wanted less violence.

262
00:37:30.000 --> 00:37:36.270
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And you the things that people 
have to do to be passable is things that no one should ever have to go 
through

263
00:37:36.480 --> 00:37:47.070
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): So, so the, the, what we do to 
women's bodies period in this country. This word is ridiculous. And it 
makes people go through all kinds of things to feel like they can feel 
like a woman.

264
00:37:47.280 --> 00:37:57.960
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Similar with trans people trans 
people do surgeries that are not real surgeries. They go to people and 
get a black market silicone injections, they get black market.

265
00:37:58.320 --> 00:38:10.320
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): All kinds of surgeries all so 
that they can feel comfortable to be in front of people who then 
accept them as their gender. And that really is ridiculous because who 
was any one of us to to

266
00:38:11.130 --> 00:38:19.470
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Your, your for someone else 
that could potentially kill them and has negative impacts on their 
mental health. That's not okay. And it's illegal.

267
00:38:19.800 --> 00:38:25.980
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): So the Supreme Court just ask 
the law based off of the expectation of gender expression.

268
00:38:26.580 --> 00:38:35.100
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): That was in the Amy Stevens 
case. So if people are not hiring someone simply because they don't 
look feminine and masculine and offer fit into the gender binary

269
00:38:35.430 --> 00:38:42.900
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Or whatever that is illegal is 
unethical and I hope no one works for those people. Because that's not 
okay.



270
00:38:43.620 --> 00:38:48.300
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): If I choose to wear makeup as a 
woman, when I come to work great. If I choose not to. Great. I should 
not

271
00:38:48.720 --> 00:38:55.080
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Be hindered upon that. And that 
really is what it's about, that you someone saying that I don't fit a 
gender perfectly

272
00:38:55.320 --> 00:39:04.140
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): That I don't pass perfectly. 
I'm not pretty enough, whatever that is, that is a horrible and we 
don't do a decision or people. We definitely shouldn't do to trans 
people.

273
00:39:04.890 --> 00:39:17.130
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): The other thing is, it's not 
about your comfortability but how dare I say eat in a tux should be a 
certain way, I don't know them. I don't. Who am I, I'm not anyone. And 
so I

274
00:39:17.730 --> 00:39:27.750
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Think we have to do is let 
people's gender expectations be left up to the person and we respect 
it and figure out how we can move on. If you don't understand gender 
neutral pronouns.

275
00:39:28.290 --> 00:39:39.090
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Talk to someone who can teach 
you. If you don't understand how bathrooms work I'll come in and train 
you. We have training for that all of the things that make people 
uncomfortable can be unlearned.

276
00:39:39.570 --> 00:39:45.450
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): But we have to just get someone 
says who they are. Okay, great. Because who am I to tell you 
otherwise.

277
00:39:45.690 --> 00:39:59.100
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): So one allow people to live 



themselves. If you don't, you're really pushing towards the high rates 
of trans people attempting suicide and being homeless all because 
someone says, You don't look the way that I think you should look

278
00:40:01.950 --> 00:40:02.400
Kevin Heard: Oh, go ahead.

279
00:40:03.570 --> 00:40:06.300
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Oh, I just want to say that I have a 
shirt.

280
00:40:07.020 --> 00:40:14.520
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): That says, I don't want to look or be 
serious and I just think that that's like a really important point is 
like we don't all want to look, says I.

281
00:40:14.790 --> 00:40:24.660
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Do not want to look this gender. I want 
people to look at me and ask themselves, like a if I'm a girl or a boy 
and then quietly realized that it's none of their business.

282
00:40:25.290 --> 00:40:25.470
Kevin Heard: Like

283
00:40:25.950 --> 00:40:42.420
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Michael. And so the goal is not to fit 
into a box that says gender people created for us, necessarily, and if 
we are fitting that that's either because like that is our personal 
like feeling of our gender or it's as Liliana said for safety reasons, 
because people are trying to kill us.

284
00:40:43.410 --> 00:40:53.340
Kevin Heard: And you know, I think it's even more important when we 
looking at our clients and our customers that we have as well. I 
remember being in sales and

285
00:40:53.820 --> 00:40:57.210
Kevin Heard: And this is this is maybe a false equivalence. But when I 
was

286
00:40:57.900 --> 00:41:04.230



Kevin Heard: The one of my clients will not answer the phone call by 
call my phone call. If I call from a 313 number

287
00:41:04.530 --> 00:41:18.480
Kevin Heard: I was here in a downtown office and I normally worked out 
in certainly high facility which is a 586 area code, but I had to call 
them because I had a scheduled call with them. And so I called them 
from my cell phone because I didn't have access to a desk phone but 
that client.

288
00:41:20.010 --> 00:41:29.220
Kevin Heard: Reviews to answer the call. So I call it from my coworker 
cell phone because I really needed to get get this ad in who lived in 
a 248

289
00:41:30.360 --> 00:41:37.260
Kevin Heard: Area code. And he was like, oh, I didn't realize that was 
you, because I don't X her claws from those people

290
00:41:38.040 --> 00:41:43.200
Kevin Heard: And I really had to have a moment with that client.

291
00:41:43.680 --> 00:41:59.400
Kevin Heard: And I, I just ask pointed questions and to the point that 
we never did a video conference or anything of that nature, to the 
point where he thought that I was not an African American. He said, 
Well, you're not black. Kevin, and I'm like,

292
00:42:00.060 --> 00:42:08.400
Kevin Heard: I am black and I've been working with you for the past 
three years, you never realize that it doesn't matter what color I am 
but

293
00:42:08.730 --> 00:42:17.640
Kevin Heard: It. What matters is that you generalize an entire 
population based off of those area code and which they call you from 
and you're calling me about recruitment advertisement.

294
00:42:18.120 --> 00:42:25.920
Kevin Heard: And you're you're for one breaking law because you're not 
answering the phone calls that they're calling from for your job.



295
00:42:26.460 --> 00:42:34.260
Kevin Heard: That you're hiring for especially because if they're 
calling from a 313 phone number. And so I told my manager and we

296
00:42:34.710 --> 00:42:49.110
Kevin Heard: No longer work with that client. And I think that's one 
of the things that all of our editors and reporters and journalists 
and managers should actually step up for all of our members and for 
all of our employees. I think that is a really, really.

297
00:42:51.000 --> 00:43:08.580
Kevin Heard: We have to have a high standard for our clients as well 
as for our employees here at USA Today as well. We're just want to 
remind everyone, you can put questions inside the chat. And do we have 
any current questions McKinsey as right now.

298
00:43:09.390 --> 00:43:20.820
Mackenzie Warren: No, we don't. But we've, we've got a couple of 
remarks that folks have made to support points or to, you know, even 
pointed out some of the bill had to say that was valuable and

299
00:43:21.690 --> 00:43:38.310
Mackenzie Warren: Also, you know, I think there's a discussion to be 
had about style and uses of pronouns and things like that that we have 
you USA Today network are going to be taking the cues from this panel 
on as well. So any thoughts or ideas that this would be a good place 
to record those

300
00:43:39.180 --> 00:43:51.390
Kevin Heard: Awesome. Yeah. So when it comes to the style guide that 
the trans journalists Association has put out. There's other media and 
style guides that we also work with and look at two associates glad

301
00:43:52.560 --> 00:43:57.600
Kevin Heard: Their media orphans in the HR see your research. Human 
Rights Campaign as well.

302
00:43:58.830 --> 00:43:59.430
Kevin Heard: When it

303
00:44:00.960 --> 00:44:10.440



Kevin Heard: Do we have any like takeaways from this conversation. 
What is the one thing that you definitely want to get across into 
journalism USA Today network even, let's start with you.

304
00:44:11.910 --> 00:44:19.350
Eden Lane: Well, first of all, it's it's impressive that canet and USA 
Today is even having this kind of discussion.

305
00:44:19.740 --> 00:44:30.480
Eden Lane: And you didn't just reach to those large organizations that 
you talked about like HR see and glad to help facilitate this, it's 
important to get have a wider variety of voices.

306
00:44:30.810 --> 00:44:45.060
Eden Lane: In your trainings and in your newsroom and in your 
coverage. So you're you're you're beginning to do that you've tapped 
this smaller organization in Detroit. Those women there you've tapped 
tuck. You've looked for a freelancer. That's great.

307
00:44:46.110 --> 00:44:59.820
Eden Lane: And in terms of pronouns, use the pronouns that the person 
that you're referring to tells you they use just the way you would 
want me to use the pronouns that you use. You wouldn't want me to 
impose anything on you.

308
00:45:01.380 --> 00:45:11.460
Eden Lane: And it's also in service of our readers in service of our 
viewers, because they can get this information they can get the 
stories that we're covering almost everywhere.

309
00:45:11.790 --> 00:45:24.210
Eden Lane: In their pocket. So we have to give them a reason to think 
of us first when they are looking for information when they're looking 
for deeper information and by handling all of that. I think that 
solidifies that relationship with our audience.

310
00:45:25.080 --> 00:45:27.930
Kevin Heard: Jenny. So go to you next were some key takeaways.

311
00:45:32.070 --> 00:45:36.060
12489915153: here every day. I'm sorry, the key takeaways that you 
want to



312
00:45:36.270 --> 00:45:36.900
Provide

313
00:45:37.980 --> 00:45:39.360
Kevin Heard: To our panelists today.

314
00:45:41.400 --> 00:46:03.240
12489915153: The key takeaways is to me. I really seriously think that 
we all have delivered or translated our messages. Very well. But the 
key takeaways from this is to just increase respect and courtesy and 
common decency, you know, I mean that that really is. There's no

315
00:46:04.740 --> 00:46:16.260
12489915153: Huge epiphany that we all have to have on this phone. And 
there's not a place where we can go and buy these courtesies be 
Chicago from human interaction, it should be.

316
00:46:17.850 --> 00:46:23.310
12489915153: Equivalent or your though it should be equal to respect.

317
00:46:24.330 --> 00:46:38.940
12489915153: Like me, I just don't you as a journalist, you have the 
power to translate experience you have the power to take experience 
from the thought, put it on paper and make it real respect that.

318
00:46:40.230 --> 00:46:42.240
12489915153: Thank you. I do see that we have a

319
00:46:42.360 --> 00:46:44.700
Kevin Heard: Conversation about the pronouns.

320
00:46:46.080 --> 00:46:51.000
Kevin Heard: Can we, I think it yeah eating, eating. Go ahead and 
answer that question.

321
00:46:52.230 --> 00:46:53.370
12489915153: I would say

322



00:46:53.640 --> 00:46:56.610
Eden Lane: You don't have to explain why you're using

323
00:46:57.660 --> 00:47:15.780
Eden Lane: That kind of gender neutral pronouns, unless it's part of 
the story if part of the story is about being non binary, you might 
need to quickly explain it as you did in your example, Sammy, but 
otherwise just use the pronoun, it flows read it, it, it works. We can 
follow along.

324
00:47:16.920 --> 00:47:17.250
Kevin Heard: Today,

325
00:47:18.120 --> 00:47:28.560
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Yes, so I know I've already said this to 
you, Kevin, but like my biggest thing when like teaching about this is 
to stop treating trans people, and specifically non binary people as 
well like aliens.

326
00:47:29.070 --> 00:47:37.500
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Because when you were, if you were to talk 
about Donald Trump, you wouldn't say Donald Trump, who identifies as a 
man and uses he him pronouns.

327
00:47:37.770 --> 00:47:47.670
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Today announced that he doesn't care about 
coronavirus like you would just say, Donald Trump. He says he doesn't 
care about coronavirus. And so if you're talking about a trans person, 
you should be talking about them the same way.

328
00:47:48.420 --> 00:47:51.180
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): I've literally been introduced on NPR as

329
00:47:51.510 --> 00:48:02.190
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): A tug Woodstock who identifies as non 
binary and uses the gender neutral pronouns. They in theirs and what 
they should have said was, this is tech Woodstock there a journalist 
and luckily I was able to have enough conversations with them.

330
00:48:02.700 --> 00:48:05.280
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): But the next time I was on NPR. That was 
fixed



331
00:48:06.060 --> 00:48:14.850
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): But I shouldn't have to happen to have 
like 10 contacts that NPR that I could complain to in order to have 
that happen. And so really, really, really.

332
00:48:15.120 --> 00:48:21.270
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): I encourage people to not over. Explain 
trans identity because that implies to assist people that

333
00:48:21.570 --> 00:48:32.490
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): It's, it's not common knowledge and that 
it's this weird extra knowledge that you, it makes sense that you 
don't know and we need to get the message as people that actually like 
you should know this stuff by now it's 2020 and if you don't know it.

334
00:48:32.700 --> 00:48:36.330
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): If you're confused by them pronouns, you 
can take the time to Google that yourself.

335
00:48:37.980 --> 00:48:46.680
Kevin Heard: Thank you. I have another question here, it says our 
organization is deliberately looking to create more diverse newsrooms 
when it comes to we're increasing our workforce from trans 
communities.

336
00:48:47.580 --> 00:49:00.630
Kevin Heard: Would you elaborate on tips on how to start the 
conversation and successful recruitment. That is, we want to create a 
welcoming and comfortable environment, but do not want to token is our 
employees. Does anyone want to take that

337
00:49:01.800 --> 00:49:02.580
Kevin Heard: Question.

338
00:49:03.690 --> 00:49:04.230
Eden Lane: Yes.

339
00:49:06.240 --> 00:49:10.740
Eden Lane: I would say look to non traditional sources in your 
community.



340
00:49:11.880 --> 00:49:23.190
Eden Lane: Realize that sometimes just as if you're trying to add 
other kinds of voices to newsroom adding transgender voices to your 
newsroom might require that you look

341
00:49:23.940 --> 00:49:29.550
Eden Lane: At a different kind of CV, they might not have the same 
kind of training and experiences and privileges.

342
00:49:29.910 --> 00:49:45.930
Eden Lane: That the regular candidates that you're accustomed to 
meeting have had that doesn't mean that they're not going to bring 
value to your newsroom. So try to keep an open mind in that way. And 
as you're going out to organizations, community organizations in your

343
00:49:47.040 --> 00:49:59.400
Eden Lane: recruitment efforts, look for these wider voices in non 
traditional places like the organization that Liliana and Denise to 
get your name right are

344
00:50:01.770 --> 00:50:17.820
Eden Lane: Even if they themselves are interested in working with you, 
they might be able to point you to a wide variety of people in the 
community that are dying for the chance to even try out for these 
kinds of jobs. Also, keep in mind that if you're giving internships.

345
00:50:19.290 --> 00:50:29.430
Eden Lane: And I did learn this from Kevin that USA today and get has 
paid internships. It's really important because if you only have 
unpaid internships or really lowly

346
00:50:29.850 --> 00:50:36.630
Eden Lane: low salaries for internships, you're going to get the same 
kinds of people who have the same privilege and backgrounds that you 
always received

347
00:50:36.900 --> 00:50:46.560
Eden Lane: And if you're really looking to broaden that that net and 
make your newsrooms more diverse and more inclusive and more empowered 
and



348
00:50:46.950 --> 00:50:57.180
Eden Lane: Serve your communities better try those kinds of techniques 
and you might be surprised, not just by adding trans people, but all 
kinds of voices that you're not really aware of that aren't in your 
newsroom yet.

349
00:50:57.900 --> 00:50:59.430
Kevin Heard: Liliana, you wanted to reply.

350
00:51:02.730 --> 00:51:05.760
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Yeah, everything that Eden said 
is spot on.

351
00:51:07.500 --> 00:51:15.600
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): The same thing for any job 
because I get this a lot, like, well, how do I get trans voices. Well, 
yes, you definitely want to go to

352
00:51:16.950 --> 00:51:32.340
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Normal different avenues. The 
other thing is, um, if you if you interview trans people or your 
entity has interviewed trans people, then there should be a 
relationship that was built there.

353
00:51:33.030 --> 00:51:41.490
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): That those reporters, like, to 
be honest, if he or Daniel texts me today and said, I have a question 
about something totally different. I would 100%

354
00:51:41.730 --> 00:51:53.040
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Be there to support them and 
that's because of the experience that I got and working with them. And 
so my question would be if you've worked with other people in the 
community. Why are you not leaning on them.

355
00:51:53.550 --> 00:52:01.200
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): To to help with that. And I 
think that that sometimes we don't we don't see trans people as all 
the brilliance that they can be

356
00:52:01.800 --> 00:52:11.700



Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And so I hear people go, we 
want to do. We have a trans program. We have some trans stories are 
we, and really a trans person can be anything they can be an expert in 
many things.

357
00:52:12.060 --> 00:52:19.650
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And being a trend expert as a 
trans person that I learned that that doesn't just come and so the way 
we learn it the same way other people need to learn

358
00:52:19.950 --> 00:52:30.990
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): But really I think we need to 
look in in the people that we have connections with are ready and 
that's going to help you then like sending into random organizations 
like it's the actions that she felt

359
00:52:32.550 --> 00:52:44.100
Kevin Heard: It took you you're responding to a conversation that 
we're having in chat about readers possibly being confused about the 
use of the fade them pronoun inside of a story. Can you elaborate

360
00:52:44.340 --> 00:52:53.400
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Yeah, for sure. I just knew we had three 
minutes. So I didn't know if there is going to be time to get to it. 
But yeah, I just like to point out when people are worried about 
singular they that the first documented use case of

361
00:52:53.520 --> 00:53:04.890
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): A singular day was 1375 which actually 
predates singular you and when we started using, not we, but like our 
ancestors started using singular you and the English language instead 
of bow.

362
00:53:05.700 --> 00:53:11.100
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Everyone thought the world was going to 
fall apart. It was going to be too confusing and it wasn't like we all 
survived and also

363
00:53:11.130 --> 00:53:15.870
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): We all use singular day every day to say 
like someone left their wallet. I hope they come back for it instead

364



00:53:15.870 --> 00:53:18.330
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): Of someone left his or her wallet. I hope 
he or she comes back for it.

365
00:53:19.020 --> 00:53:28.890
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): So the only difference in using singular 
they in copy is just that you're doing it because you were asked to do 
it to show respect to a trans person. And so to refuse to use singular 
day

366
00:53:29.400 --> 00:53:35.130
Tuck Woodstock (they/them): When you're being specifically asked by 
trans person to do so. It's like, actually the literal definition of 
trans phobia.

367
00:53:37.140 --> 00:53:38.490
Kevin Heard: Hit on that really

368
00:53:38.580 --> 00:53:47.880
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): And I also can also say 
something about that too I think off yet we use that today also very 
few journalists on

369
00:53:49.020 --> 00:53:58.500
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): So people often use people's 
last name, like for instance even land. They will say lane said. And 
so I think that there's lots of different ways that we can

370
00:53:58.830 --> 00:54:10.080
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Give someone of pronoun. That's 
not here. She that we see all the time. I think that people get 
nervous that people are going to be so confused. And I would say that 
confused over one pronoun.

371
00:54:10.560 --> 00:54:25.470
Lilianna Angel Reyes (she, her, hers): Maybe, maybe there's something 
else going on in the article but like you can easily go like, like, I 
haven't. I didn't say she the whole time. They said Ray of this 
achievement said Liliana like there's different ways that you can use 
the buyer matches, he or she, you can get creative.

372
00:54:26.760 --> 00:54:35.760



Kevin Heard: Well, I thank you all for being here today. We are about 
to close out, I just wanted to make a reference to our diversity 
inclusion training.

373
00:54:37.200 --> 00:54:48.210
Kevin Heard: diversity training for the modern day workplace. We do 
have still have access to this and this is one particular slide that 
we have about use the use of inclusive language for trans

374
00:54:49.200 --> 00:54:54.210
Kevin Heard: trans inclusive language and I want you all to make sure 
that you review this slide again.

375
00:54:54.930 --> 00:55:10.290
Kevin Heard: Also, there may have been a trans discussion guide from 
editors to reporters. I want you all to really go into that detailed 
discussion guide and really have these conversations within your 
markets and especially the markets.

376
00:55:10.830 --> 00:55:22.800
Kevin Heard: That are smaller. I think these these conversations will 
open everyone up to a more equitable reporting on all organizations 
and all demographics and identities.

377
00:55:23.730 --> 00:55:30.990
Kevin Heard: I just wanted to give a special thanks to a few people 
Mackenzie war for helping us with this event.

378
00:55:31.470 --> 00:55:47.370
Kevin Heard: Being the producer behind the scenes during the questions 
our director of diversity and inclusion. Let's play a Johnson. She is 
amazing. I've been with a company for about two years and really 
wanted a shout out her support or Elaine

379
00:55:48.570 --> 00:56:01.560
Kevin Heard: Who was the former of pride Ford energy and contact us to 
get some panelists aggression peanut reedy our people team person our 
pride forward Shannon Anderson. Our co lead our pride for

380
00:56:02.010 --> 00:56:15.540
Kevin Heard: Emotion that are that helped us with this and David plaza 
as well. So we are so excited that you all have been able to a part of 



this and but most in most of the law. I will love to thank

381
00:56:16.080 --> 00:56:29.970
Kevin Heard: All of our panelists panelists eaten today, Liliana, and 
the Jenny's for their amazing expertise in this and this is going to 
be one of many that you guys would be a part of. So I'm really excited 
for that.

382
00:56:30.900 --> 00:56:42.840
Kevin Heard: And I just want to thank you all for being here and let's 
let's move this forward and in really be equitable and our reporting. 
So thank you all have a great day.


